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C/O Vickianne Caswell
P.O. Box 444
Humboldt, Saskatchewan, Canada S0K 2A0
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http://Sherlock-the-Remarkable-Cat-Series.ca

Vickianne Caswell, Saskatchewan Writers' Guild member
and 5 Star award winning author would love to read at
your school!
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MEET THE CHARACTERS
Sherlock Cat– He can't meow and is often teased by the local bully because of this. He loves to
bake and has developed his own style of sounds to make up for what he lacks.
Kato Coolie – He is a dog who is quite mellow and quiet. He is often perceived as dumb by those
that don't know him and he can be quite profound at times, even in his laid back manner.
Charlie Silver – He is a rabbit and one of Sherlock's best friends. He is a vegan and quick to defend
his friends.
Luna Mousecatcher– She is the new cat in town and is the apple of Sherlock's eye.
Mr. (Kitty) Cat – He is Sherlock, Boots and Rags' dad. He works in the business field, loves to talk
and appreciates good food. He has been known to get himself locked in cupboards.
Rags Cat – He is Sherlock's younger brother. He gets scared easily and loves to sway to music.
Boots Cat – He is Sherlock's youngest brother. He often tries to keep clean.
Purrsia Purthington – She is Mr. Cat's girlfriend and Potato's mom. She is often found with items
stuck in her fur.
Potato Purthington – She is the adopted daughter of Purrsia. She is often teased because of her
small size and the fact that she is a hamster with a cat for a mom.
C.J Bunnycakes – She is Sherlock's lop-eared rabbit boss at the bakery. She is often tripping or
getting her ears caught in places and Sherlock is always quick to help her out.
Chauncy Whiskerton – Chauncy is a snobby bully of a cat who has known Sherlock all of his life.
Chauncy loves to make fun of others' weaknesses and also has an eye for Luna.
Bruto Bulldog – Bruto is a bully and not very bright. He does what Chauncy tells him and uses his
big size to intimidate others.

ABOUT THE BOOKS
•
•
•
•
•

The characters are based on real pets with the same unique personalities. There are four
made up characters.
Each book comes with a life lesson or moral in the stories.
The books contain “Fun Facts” information, and short stories about the pets and where
ideas for the stories came from.
The books are written in a humorous way for the reader to enjoy.
The age range for the books varies between grades 3 and up.

ABOUT THE STORY READINGS
PRESENTATION COST
•
•
•

This is all done FREE.
A little bit of the teachers time will be required to read the book ahead of time.
Photocopying expenses to send home an order form prior to visit will be yours.
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WHO ATTENDS
•
•

The author and her daughter attend the presentations. Vickianne's daughter is a great help
and has co-authored Freckles the Bunny Series, Book # 6: The Freckle Monster.
Depending on the school's decision, the real Sherlock or Charlie will come in with me to
meet the children. This gives them a chance to meet them and pet them if they would like.

TIME LENGTH
•

The presentation takes roughly half an hour to forty five minutes.

PRIOR TO PRESENTATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

The teacher will receive a copy of the book (paperback or e-book) to read to the classroom
before the author's visit.
If the teacher requires viewing the book ahead of time, an e-book format will be sent
instead of a paperback copy.
Students are encouraged to think of questions to ask the author on the day of the visit.
Teachers are asked to send home an order form with the children to bring back to school
prior to visit. This is to ensure there are enough books.
Students do not need to bring money ahead (if they are buying a book) of time unless that
is the teacher's wish. They are more then welcome to pay for them on the day of visit.
Books will be signed in person.

WHAT IS IN INVOLVED IN THE PRESENTATION
•
•
•

A display board is brought along as part of the presentation and the characters and their
personalities are introduced.
A chapter or two of the book will be read to the students and then questions will be
answered after.
Before leaving, stickers and bookmarks are dispersed to the children.

WHAT VICKIANNE WILL NEED TO KNOW
•
•
•
•

Most schools divide the reading between two grades at a time and I stay for the day. I will
need to know how you plan to split the time.
What grades and how many students?
Can Sherlock (cat) and Charlie (rabbit) attend at your school? If only one due to allergies,
please let me know which can attend.
If you are planning on a Freckles the Bunny Series reading as well (see her pdf for more
details).

WHAT I NEED
•
•
•

A table or two to place the display board and a carrier.
A large enough room for the children to sit lined up and for us to be able to walk down the
middle of each row with the animals for the children to pet.
A chair to sit and sign books.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Vickianne Caswell is married and has one
daughter, who has an amazing gift with animals
(all animals, wild or tame seem to love her).
Vickianne was raised an animal lover, in the
cities of Saskatoon and Regina. She has been
writing at home since she was a teenager, after
her father got her interested in writing when
he published a poem. She has done a few
articles for a small paper on animal care and
continues to experience the joys of pet
ownership on an acreage where the family now
lives.
Vickianne began writing again in 2012 after the quiet life and animals on an acreage
inspired her and is now a proud member of the Saskatchewan Writers' Guild. She had
wanted to create a set of children's stories in memory of her rabbit Freckles and the desire
to teach morals that are sometimes forgotten. She published her first book in the series
entitled, "Freckles the Bunny Series" in 2012. Since that time, she has published 4 more
books in the series and a companion book that shares information about the real animals
from the stories. Vickianne is currently on her second series as well. "Sherlock the
Remarkable Cat Series," was published in January of 2014. She has won a Readers Favourite
5 Star Review Award for most of her stories.
Vickianne's children's books are based on her real pets with the same unique personalities.
Many were unwanted, strays or rescues and each special in their own way. Every book in
each series comes with "Fun Facts" and a "Behind the Story" at the back of every book. She
is always more then happy to visit a school with Freckles III and put on a
presentation/story hour for children.
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BOOKS
Sherlock the Remarkable Cat Series, Book # 1:
Sherlock, the Cat Who Couldn't Meow
Sherlock seems like your average cat. He loves to play,
he purrs and loves to chase after things, so why can't
he meow? One day as Sherlock leaves his job at the
bakery for lunch, he gets the opportunity to talk to the
sweet angel of a cat that he meets in the park. Her
name is Luna. Will she find out his secret? Will she
like a cat who can't meow or will she laugh at him?
Sherlock's best friends Kato and Charlie tell him that
he has nothing to worry about but with his rival
Chauncy and the bully Bruto, does he really stand a
chance? Find out in this all new chapter book as you
follow a day in the life of Sherlock. See some of your
favourite Freckles the Bunny Series characters and find
out if Sherlock can overcome his embarrassment of
being different. 73 written pages.
MORALS/LESSONS LEARNED:
* Self-acceptance.
* Being different is okay.

I am currently looking to set up visits in select areas at this time. I am always more then
happy to return to a school. I love getting feedback from the teachers and students. If you are
interested in setting up a visit to your school then please contact me via email as we are still
in the works of moving into our home after a house fire and have yet to set up a telephone. I
would prefer if possible to make this a day visit whether it be all Sherlock's book or a mix
between the two series' as we will be driving out to some areas. I will be available throughout
the year and look forward to hearing from you!
Sincerely,
Vickianne Caswell
If you no longer wish to receive mail from me, kindly contact me and it will stop. Thank you for your time!
Admin@Sherlock-the-Remarkable-Cat-Series.ca
http://Sherlock-the-Remarkable-Cat-Series.ca
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